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Week 1
45 minute practices, 1 recommended practice per week

CARTOONS & LOONS – Dribbling
Getting Things Done Fun
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Assumption: 12 players in group

A
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Purpose
To develop dribbling technique.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Players are positioned randomly within the
area. Appoint four adults as catchers. Blindfold each of the catchers. Each
player, with the exception of catchers, has a ball.

Game Objective
The object of the game is for the light players to avoid being caught by the
catchers (dark). If tagged by a catcher, the light player must sit down on
top of their ball. In order to be released and to return to the game, a seated
player must be tagged by a standing player. Continue for a specified time
period.

Progressions
1. Upon the coach’s command, players must freeze and attempt to stop
their ball with the sole of the foot.

Story
While Chuckie’s a fraidy-cat and Phil and Lil argue, the one-and-only
Tommy Pickles is the guy who really gets things done. And to think, he’s
still in diapers. Look out for the Rugrats Famous Four and their secret
weapon, Reptar the big lizard!
Game - 1

CARTOONS & LOONS – Dribbling
Jimmy The Hero
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Assumption: 12 players in group
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Purpose
To develop running with the ball and dribbling technique.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Split players into pairs. Each pair consists of
one adult and one child. Pairs are randomly scattered and spaced within
the area. One soft-play ball per pair.

Game Objective
The player with the ball is “it”. Upon the coach’s command, the player
with the ball dribbles after the partner and attempts to tag the partner
while still in control of the ball. The ball is then exchanged and the other
player becomes “it.”

Progressions
1. Join two pairs together. The chasers hold hands, as does the pair being
chased.
2. The pair being chased is confined to skipping, hopping or double foot
jumps in order to slow them down.

Story
Jimmy Neutron is just your average, everyday, pre-teen super genius. His
best friend, Carl Wheezer, allergic to pretty much everything, is a big teddy
bear who’d do anything for his best friend, including acting as a test subject
for some of Jimmy’s experiments.

Game - 2

INCREDIBALL – Movement
Can We Fix It?
40

30

Assumption: 12 players in group

Purpose
To develop movement and a basic understanding of teamwork.

Organization
Set out a 20 x 20 yard area. Players are randomly spaced within the area.
Three of the players, typically adults, are appointed “its.”

Game Objective
The object of the game is to win by being the last player tagged. Upon the
coach’s command, the “its” chase the other players. When tagged, a player
joins hands with the “it” who tagged them, thus creating a chain. Both
players now chase the remaining players. Three chains emerge. After the
last player is tagged, the game re-starts with three new “its.”

Progressions
1. Vary the number of “its” that begin the game.
2. Introduce a ball to the “its” that begin the game.
3. Introduce safe areas where a player can rest and cannot be tagged.

Story
Welcome to the world of Bob the Builder. When there’s a job to do, Bob
asks his friends, “can we fix it”? They answer “yes we can”! Bob is joined
by Wendy, Roley the Steamroller and Muck the digger/dumper, Lofty the
crane, Dizzy the cement mixer, Scoop and Pilchard the cat.

Game - 3

